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GUJARAT JUDICIAL MAINS EXAMINATION, 2017 
PAPER - I 

CRIMINAL 
Time: 2½ Hours         Total Marks : 75  
 
1. Answer the questions : (any two)        10 

(1) Enumerate the provisions of the commencement of proceedings before 
the Magistrate.  

(2)  State what are the contents of the charge, the consequences of defect in 
framing of charge and when can charge be altered or amended.  

(3)  Explain the law relating to circumstantial evidence.  
(4)  What are the nature of reliefs which can be granted under the provisions 

of the Protection of Women from Domestic Violence Act?  
  
2. Explain in brief : (any two)         10 

(1)  “Every offence shall ordinarily be inquired into and tried by a Court 
within the local limits of whose jurisdiction it was committed.” State the 
exceptions to this rule 

(2)  'Oral evidence in all cases must be direct.' Explain this rule with 
illustrations and exceptions.  

(3)  Relevance of Motive and Intention in Criminal Law.  
(4)  Explain in brief the historical background of Probation Law in India.  

 
3.  Discuss in detail : (any two)        10 

(1) Maintenance of Wife, Children and Parents.  
(2) Evidence has to be Weighed and not Counted.  
(3) Powers of Magistrate under the Protection of Women from Domestic 
Violence Act.  
(4) Prohibition of determination of sex of a foetus.  

 
4. Answer the questions : (any two)        10  

(1) Difference between Theft and Extortion.  
(2) Difference between Common Intention and Common Object.  
(3) Difference between Simple Hurt and Grievous Hurt.  
(4)  Difference between Admission and Confession.  

 
5. Write Short Notes : (any two)        10  
 (1) Dowry Death.  
 (2) Right of Private Defence.  
 (3) Importance and Relevancy of Case Diary.  
 (4) Double Jeopardy.  
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6. Write Short Notes : (any two)        10  
 (1) Juvenile Justice Board and its Powers.  
 (2) Liability of Company under Section 138 of the N. I. Act.  

(3) Cognizance of Offences and jurisdiction of Court in the context of 
dishnour of cheque.  

 
7. State whether True or False : (any five)       10  

(1)  Offence punishable under Section 304-A of the IPC, causing death by 
rash or negligent act, is Non-bailable.  

(2)  Offence punishable under Section 352 of the IPC, assault or use of 
criminal force otherwise than on grave provocation, is Non cognizable.  

(3)  Offence punishable under Section 338 of the IPC, causing grievous hurt 
by doing an act so rashly and negligently as to endanger human life or 
the personal safety of the others, is compoundable.  

(4)  As held by the Apex Court in the case of Lalitakumari Vs. State of U.P., it 
is not mandatory for the PSO to register the FIR in cognizable offences.  

 
(5)  Arrest should be the last option and it should be restricted to those 

exceptional cases where arresting the accused is imperative in the facts 
and circumstances of case, has been clarified by the Supreme Court 
recently in the case of Anirudhh Vs. State of Gujarat.  

 
(6)  The decision in the case of Dashrath Rupsinh Rathod Vs. state of 

Maharastra is in reference of validity about of service of notice through 
e-mail in N.I. Act offences.  

 
8. Draw the Order granting or refusing Bail :  

First Information Report being CR No. I 302/2017 for the offence punishable under 
Sections 406, 417, 420, 467, 468, 471, 477 and 114 of the IPC, is registered with 
Dediyapada Rural Police Station on 9.3.2017, against the applicant-accused 
Chimanbhai Vasava and five others. The applicant-accused Chimanbhai has been 
arrested by the Investing Officer on 17.3.2017 at 11.00 am and then produced before 
the Ld. Magistrate. Dediyapada on 18.3.2017 at 10.30 am. At the time of production, 
the accused himself made complaint against the Investigating Officer about ill-
treatment. An application for bail has also been submitted by the accused 
Chimanbhai through Ld. Advocate Mr. Tamakuwala stating that there is no prima 
facie case, investigation qua  
the applicant is almost completed, he is the permanent resident of Dediyapada and 
he possesses immovable properties within the jurisdiction of the Court. Mr. 
Afinwala Assistant Public Prosecutor has strongly raised objections against the bail 
application submitting that the co accused persons are absconding, investigation 
is going on, muddamal articles are still to be recovered, alleged offences are 
serious in nature, there is possibility of tampering with the evidence and as the 
applicant-accused also possesses Passport, there are chances of fleeing from 
justice therefore, discretion should not be exercised in favour of the applicant-
accused.  
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PAPER – II 
(CIVIL) 

Time: 24 Hours                       Total Marks : 75  
 
1. Answer the questions : (any two)       10 

(1)  What are the essentials of pleadings ?  
(2) What are the exceptions to the rule of "No consideration, No contract ?  
(3) Can a minor be admitted as a partner of a firm ? If so, can he 

subsequently ratify or revoke such partnership. Describe the rights and 
liabilities of such minor partner.  

(4) What do you mean by specific performance of a contract ? What 
contracts cannot be specifically enforced ? Can a part of contract be 
specifically enforced ? Explain with suitable illustrations.  

 
2.  Explain in brief : (any two)        10 

(1)  Explain the provisions, as also principles to invoke the jurisdiction of 
Civil Curt.  

(2) 'The Executing Court cannot go behind the decree. However, it does not 
mean that the Court has no duty to find out the true effect of the 
decree.'  

(3)  Explain 'The doctrine of frustration' according to the Contract Act with 
illustrations.  

(4)  “Law of limitation simply bars judicial remedy, it neither affects extra 
judicial remedies nor the substantive right itself.” Comment  

 
3.  Discuss in detail : (any two)        10  

(1)  Mention the various types of injunctions and discuss how far it is 
correct to say that injunction is purely a preventive relief.  

(2)  The provisions and principles with regard to Summary Suits.  
(3)  'All contracts are agreements, but all agreements are not contracts.'  
(4) 'The liability of a surety is co-extensive with that of the principal 

debtor.'  
 
4. Answer the questions : (any two)       10 

(1) Difference between a contingent contract and a wagering agreement.  
(2) Difference between Res Judicata and Res Sub Judice.  
(3) Difference between Partnership and Joint Hindu Family Business.  

 
5.  Write Short Notes : (any two)        10  

(1) Amendments of Pleadings.  
(2) Attachment before Judgment.  
(3) Lis Pendens.  
(4) Effect of Non-registration of a Firm.  
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6.  Write an Essay only in English : (any one)      10 
(Answer in Gujarati/Hindi to this Question-6 will not be considered.)  
(1) ADR Mechanism.  
(2) Legal Aid – Ambit and Scope in Indian Judicial System. 
(3) Principle of Natural Justice.  

 
7.  State whether True or False : (any five)       10  

(1)  In Gujarat, as per the recent amendment, the pecuniary limit of 
jurisdiction of a Court of Civil Judge is Rs. 10,00,000/- 

(2)  The principle of Res Judicata applies also as between two stages of the 
same litigation. x  

(3) Even if the guardian of the minor fails to execute the decree passed in 
favour of the minor, the right of the minor to execute the decree 
within three years, after attaining majority, is not affected.  

(4)  Court is duty bound to dismiss the suit which is barred by limitation, 
irrespective of question, where issue was raised or not by the 
defendant. ✓  

(5)  can initiate criminal Even an unregistered partnership firm 
proceedings.  

(6)  As per the recent amendment made in the Gujarat Court Fees Act, now 
process fees are not required to be paid in any Civil or Criminal 
proceedings.,  

 
8.  Draw the Order granting or refusing exparte interim injunction :   5 

An agriculture land Survey No. 723 of village Ranakpur Talkula Dwarka is an 
ancestral property. The plaintiff Omprakash is a government servant and 
residing at Valsad with his family, since last more than 12 years. The 
defendants Ramprakash and Krishnaprakash, brothers of the plaintiff, are 
residing at village Ranakpur since beginning and cultivating the land 
jointly. As per say of the plaintiff, every year 1/3 share of the profits is being 
given to him by the defendants. It is the case of the plaintiff  
that due to considerable rise in the value of the land, his brothers have now 
declined to give him share saying that he is residing separate since last 
more than 12 years at Valsad and has not spent any amount towards 
development of the land in question. It has been alleged by the plaintiff 
that the defendants are trying to dispose of the said ancestral land without 
the consent of the plaintiff. The plaintiff has therefore, filed the suit for 
declaration and permanent injunction. Along with the plaint the plaintiff 
has also submitted an application (Ex. 5) for interim injunction in respect of 
transfer and possession of the land, and also claimed relief to restrain the 
defendants from prohibiting the plaintiff in entering in the suit land.  
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PAPER - III 
(GUJARATI LANGUAGE) 

Time: 11 Hours         Total Marks : 50  
 

1.         નીચેન ાં વ ક્યોમ ાંની જોડણી ભલૂો સુધ રીને ફરીથી લખો : (ગમે તે આઠ)    ૪  
(૧) કોમલ વગગખાંડમ ાં હોશિય ર શવદ્ય શથગની છે.  
(૨) સોહનનુાં વ્યશિત્વ નરશભમ ન છે.  
(૩) કરીશ્મ  પ્રશતકૂળ પશરશથથતીમ ાં પણ થવથથ રહે છે.  
(૪) કમલેિભ ઈ માંડળન  પ્રશતનીધી તરીકે આવ્ય  છે.  
(૫) તેઓ સહ નભૂૂતીથી સેવ ક યો કર ેછે.  
(૬) શવદ્ય થીઓએ વગગખાંડ સૂસોભીત કયો હતો.  
(૭) તેમનુાં થથ ન શનલશગરી પવગતમ ાં છે.  
(૮) હુાં  તેન  મ ટે ખૂબ શિલગીર છે.  
(૯) સૌરભે એન્જશનઅર મ રફત પ્લ ન બન વડ વ્યો.  

 

2.  નીચને  િબ્િોન  સમ ન થી િબ્િ િિ ગવી તેનો વ ક્યમ ાં પ્રયોગ કરો :     ૮  
(ગમે તે ચ ર)  
(૧) વ્યોમ   (૨) અરુણોિય  
(૩) લશલત   (૪) ત સીર  
(૫) ગ્રાંથી   (૬) શવભૂશિત  
 

3.  નીચને  િબ્િોન  શવરુદ્ધ થી િબ્િ િિ ગવી તેનો વ ક્યમ ાં પ્રયોગ કરો :  
(ગમે તે ચ ર)  
(૧) પ્લ ન  (૨) શવરશિ  
(૩) પરલક્ષી  (૪) ઉન્નશત  
(૫) એક ાંગી  (૬) સ વધ  

 

4.  નીચને  રૂશિપ્રયોગોનો અથગ જણ વી વ ક્યમ ાં પ્રયોગ કરો : (ગમે તે પ ાંચ)    ૧૦  
(૧) જીવ ત ળવ ેટી ાંગ ઈ રહેવો  
(૨) ર ખ વળી જવી  
(૩) કાં ઠે ભુજાઓ રોપવી  
(૪) હેલ ર ેચિવુાં  
(૫) ગોિડે ગ ાંઠ વ ળવી  
(૬) ક ળ  અક્ષર કુહ ડે મ રવ   
(૭) ગાંગ મ ાં જળ વહી જવુાં  

 

5.  નીચને  ફકર નુાં ગુજર તીમ ાં ભ િ ાંતર કરો :       10  
In the light of the provisions of Section 363 read with Section  
361 of the Indian Penal Code, the first question that arises for consideration 
is as to whether the age of the victim was under eighteen years at the time 
of the incident so as to fall within the ambit of Section 361 of the Indian 
Penal Code, The evidence on record reveals that a school leaving certificate 
came to be produced at Exhibit 20 wherein the birth date of the victim is 
shown to be 5th October, 1982, In the present case, the alleged offence is 
stated to have been committed on 6th March, 1999. Therefore, if the age of 
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the victim is computed on the basis of the age as stated in the school leaving 
certificate, she is clearly below eighteen years of age/However, the record 
further reveals that prior to getting married to the accused, an ossification 
test of the victim and the accused had been carried out which reveals that 
the age of the victim was nineteen years. Subsequently, a medical test of the 
victim came to be carried out and as per the medical report (Exhibit 13), the 
victim was nineteen years of age, The trial court, in the impugned judgment 
has chosen to place reliance upon the medical report rather than school 
leaving certificate, What is required to be, therefore, examined is as to 
whether the trial court was justified in giving more weightage to the medical 
certificate at Exhibit-13 rather than the school leaving certificate, The record 
reveals that the school leaving certificate at Exhibit 20 has been produced on 
record by one Ranjanben Girdharbhai Upadhyay, Assistant Teacher at the 
Kashibai Vijkorbai Girls School No. 1, Rajula. The said witness has deposed 
that the date of birth of the victim as entered in the school register is 5th 
October, 1982.  

 

  
નીચને  ફકર નો અાંગ્રજેીમ ાં અનુવ િ કરો :        ૧૦  
આ ક મે પડેલ પુર વ ને સમગ્રપણ ે જોત ાં ફશરય િીએ કોટગમ ાં કરલે ફશરય િ ઉપર અમ ર  
પુરોગ મી ન્ય ય ધીિશ્રી દ્વ ર  શિશમનલ પ્રોસીજર કોડની કલમ ૧૫૬(૩)  મુજબની ફશરય િ 
િ ખલ કરી પોલીસ તપ સ કરવ નો હુકમ કરવ મ ાં આવેલ. આ ક મની  અસલ ફશરય િ (આાંક-
૧૯) ફશરય િણ દ્વ ર  કોટગમ ાં રજૂ કરવ મ ાં આવલે છે, જમે ાં  ફશરય િીની સહી છે. આ ફશરય િ અન ે
પડેલ પુર વ ની સરખ મણી કરત ાં ફશરય િ, ફશરય િણની જુબ ની અને ફશરય િપક્ષન  અન્ય 
સ હેિોની જુબ નીઓ વચ્ચ ેગાંભીર શવરોધ ભ સ જણ ઈ આવલે છે. અત્રે ઉલ્લખેનીય છે કે આ 
ક મે કોઈ અરજિ રણન   ભરણપોિણન  મુદ્દ નો કે છૂટ છેડ નો શનણગય કરવ ન  અથ ે
અરજિ રણને પોત ન  પશતનો ત્ય ગ કરવ  મ ટે પરૂત ાં અને વ જબી ક રણ હત ાં કે કેમ તે 
તપ સવ નો મુદ્દો નથી. પરાંતુ ઇશન્ડયન પીનલ કોડની કલમ ૪૯૮ (ક)મ ાં સમ શવષ્ટ તત્ત્વો આ ક મે 
આરોપીઓની શવરુદ્ધ પરુવ ર થ ય છે કેમ તેન  ન્ય શયક શનણગયનો મુદ્દો છે. ભરણપોિણનો કે 
છૂટ છેડ નો ન્ય શયક શનણગય કરવો એ અનુિમે અધગ-િીવ ની અન ે િીવ ની પ્રશિય  છે જ્ય ર ે
આરોપી શવરુદ્ધ ગુન ની ક યગવ હી ચલ વવી તે ફોજિ રી પ્રશિય  છે. ફોજિ રી પ્રશિય મ ાં પરુ વ નુાં 
થતર તે િીવ ની પ્રશિય ન  પુર વ ન  થતર કરત ાં ઊાં ચુાં છે અન ેતે શનિઃિાંકપણે મ ની િક ય તેમ હોય 
તે મહત્ત્વની આવશ્યકત  છે. તે દૃશષ્ટથી જ આ ક મે પુર વ નુાં મૂલ્ય ાંકન કરવ મ ાં આવેલ છે. આ 
ક મે ફશરય િીએ પોલીસ થટેિને નહી ાં પરાંતુ કોટગમ ાં લેશખત ફશરય િ કરલે છે. વળી ફશરય િી 
પોત ની જુબ નીમ ાં એ વ તને વળગી રહે કે મ રી ફશરય િ મેં જ લખલે છે.  
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